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Shown with Classic Arch face and  

J. C. Hu�man Williamsburg custom cabinet
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How Green Are Electric Fireplaces?

There’s no secret that today’s homeowners are looking for 

sustainable solutions, yet they still want a product that 

satis�es their sense of style and desire for luxury. The 564 

Electric Fireplace does both.

You can enjoy the ambiance of the �ames year-round without the heat, 

thus reducing the amount of energy consumed. Or with the heater turned 

on, the 564 Electric �replace operates at 100% e�ciency – every bit of 

power used goes into warming the room.  The 564 Electric Fireplace 

produces no carbon monoxide or emissions because there is no 

combustion.  

Easy To Live With
Unlike a normal �replace, the glass on the 564 Electric Fireplace does not 

get hot to touch, reducing hazards for children and increasing safety all 

around.  The easy-to-use remote control makes operating your �replace 

simple. The features on this remote control allow you to adjust every 

aspect of your �replace, from heat output to several display options. This 

functional remote control makes owning a Fireplace Xtrordinair electric 

insert even more enjoyable and practical.

Economical To Use! 
Cost to operate averages approximately 3 cents an hour with the �ame 

on for ambiance and 8 cents an hour when both �ame and heater are 

on**.  A 15 AMP, 110 VOLT wall outlet is required.  A dedicated circuit is 

preferred, but not essential.

Easy To Use Remote Control

POWER BUTTON

Turns All Functions 
ON/OFF

DISPLAY 

ON/OFF

LOGS or MEDIA
Adjust Light Intensity 
Up or Down 

HEATER

ON/OFF

High (1500 watts)

Low (750 watts)

Temp. (Thermostat)

• Room temp above 77°:
Heat turns OFF

• Room temp below 71°:
Heat turns on HIGH 

• Room temp between 71 to 77°:
Heat turns on LOW

FLAME INTENSITY

Adjust �ame brightness

Add the Beauty of a Fireplace 
in Less Than An Hour! 
The most extraordinary feature of this �replace is the beautifully detailed 

face designs that surround 564 square inches of glass* showcaseing 

the glowing flames and enhancing the fire view.  With low energy LED 

lights built into the log set and a ember bed, the appearance resembles 

burning wood and the flames simulate the look of a live wood fire.  The 

Fireplace Xtrordinair 564 Electric fireplace can be added to any room 

you choose in about an hour and is ideal if you live in an apartment or 

condominium where no gas line or chimney access is available. 

The 564 E simply plugs into a standard wall outlet.  A built-in 5,000 BTU heater with an air circulating fan provides gentle heat for 

your room up to 400 sq. ft.  This feature makes the 564 E ideal for providing supplemental heat to bedrooms, o�ces and other 

intimate spaces. 

* Glass area will vary with choice of face.       ** Based on average National residential Rates.  Rates vary, based on heating cycle being  on 50% of the time.
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The “Original” Fireplace Xtrordinair CLASSIC ARCH™ face is our most popular

�replace face. The graceful arched opening highlights the viewing glass. This 

combination of a curved glass area and arched top line has proven timeless in it’s 

appeal to homeowners across North America. The delicate design of the heat exchange 

area has the appearance of woven lace, a design departure from the horizontal louvers 

common to inexpensive �replaces.

The METROPOLITAN™ �replace face design features the same beautiful

grillwork of the Classic Arch Face, but in a more linear, contemporary style. The 

beveled edges of the Metropolitan Face also create an intriguing, three-dimensional 

appearance. 

Metallic Black Paint - 36 1/8” W x 29” H

DECORATIVE FACES 

Metallic Black Paint -36 1/8” W x 29” H

Four di�erent decorative interiors 

are included with each fireplace. 

They include a glowing logset with 

glowing embers, and a selection of 

three translucent colored media in 

Platinum, Orange and Mixed Glass. 

The FRENCH COUNTRY™ arched face is a perfect option with your Fireplace

Xtrordinair electric �replace.  The French Country face frames the �re and adds a 

charming look to your room.  The unique arch with its �oral garland design comes in 

metallic black paint.

Metallic Black Paint -36 1/8” W x 29” H

INTERIOR CHOICES
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The  ARTISAN™ hand-hammered face design and craftsmanship are reminiscent of the ironwork in the Great Lodges of

Europe and America. The Artisan face is hand-forged and hammered by master blacksmiths in Europe. Each face bears unique, 

subtle characteristics from the hands of its creator, making it an individual work of art in iron.

The wrought iron window detail of 

chiseled and twisted steel accents the 

soft curve of a large glass viewing 

window. Charcoal Paint - 
36 1/8” W x 29” H

Hand-Rubbed Bronze Patina - 
36 1/8” W x 29” H

The limited edition MATRIX™ face offers 

a fresh, modern look to electric fireplaces. 

The Matrix design features offset, layered 

crimson pinstripe over black in a struc-

tured geometric grid. 

Note: If you are installing the Matrix face 

�ush with the �oor, the 564 Electric Fire-

place MUST BE RAISED 3/4” to accommo-

date the size of the face and provide air�ow 

beneath the unit.

Matrix™ Face in Brushed Nickel 

Finish 47” W x 29 1/2” H

Architectural™  Rectangular Double Doors

in Metallic Black Paint Finish

36 1/8” W x 29” H

Architectural™  Arched Double Doors
in Metallic Black Paint Finish
36 1/8” W x 29” H

The ARCHITECTURAL™ DOORS
offer an elegant collection of 

rectangular and arched black painted 

double doors for the 564 E Electric 

Fireplace.  These beautiful the doors, 

which can be opened, create the 

illusion of a much larger �replace. 
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INSTALLATION CHOICES

Installation With A Fireplace Cabinet

If you are looking for exceptional value and a quick, easy installation, add one of 

our Sterling Fireplace Cabinets (available in oak or walnut veneer). These cabinets 

allow the �replace to be installed against any wall in your home. Fireplace Cabinets 

make it easy to relocate your �replace at any time, so you can take the beauty

and heat to any other room or house. 

Face See Pages 4 & 5.

564 E Firebox

Sterling™ 
Walnut Finish

Sterling™ 

Oak Finish

49 7/8” 17 1/2”

43”

Ask you Fireplace Xtrordinair dealer about other mantel options for the 564 

E Electric Fireplace, such as the Windham™ Mantel manufactured by 

J. C. Hu�man Co. shown here.  Visit www.jchu�man.com for details on their 

mantel options.

Custom Pre-Built Mantel
shown with Artisan™  Charcoal Painted  Face.

Metro Stainless Steel Mantel™

As an alternative to wood cabinet mantles, the Metro 

Mantel is constructed of brushed nickel sheet metal with a 

textured black power-coated hearth base. As you can see, 

the Metro Mantel is a striking contemporary accessory to 

the 564 E. All Architectural Double Door faces as well as the 

rectangular Metropolitan beveled faces will �t this �replace 

and this mantle. 

16 1/4”

52 5/8”

Sterling™ Wood Cabinets

Metropolitan™ Face shown with Metro Mantel™
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Faces

1/2” 

Wall

Floor

Top
Minimum 1/4”

Sides
Minimum 
1/2”

Back
Minimum 
1”

Installation Without A Fireplace Cabinet

(B) Raised Framing 

7

CAUTION - Clearance for air circulation beneath the �replace is critical. DO NOT INSTALL THE FIREPLACE DIRECTLY ON 

CARPET, OR SIMILAR SURFACES WHICH MAY RESTRICT AIR CIRCULATION.

(A) Flush To Floor Framing

If you want to achieve a �ush look, you have the option of building in 

or framing around your 564 E. When framing the enclosure you must 

follow the MINIMUM internal opening dimensions shown below. 

Before actually beginning the work, please consult with your dealer 

or go online to www.�replacex.com for complete instructions. 

The �replace must be able to slide out for service. You must also 

provide a standard 15 AMP, 110 Volt wall outlet on the inside of the 

enclosure. It is preferable that the wall outlet be on its own breaker. 

Installation Into An 

Existing Fireplace
The 564™ E F/I can also be 

installed into any existing 

�replace opening and 

utilized as an insert! By 

adding the optional 8” Panel 

Set you can convert your 

old, ine�cient �replace into 

a wonderful supplemental 

heat source. This unit will 

�t most masonry or zero 

clearance �replaces.

Panel Covers 

44-1/4” W x 38-3/8” H

Not available for the 

Matrix Face

Add for 
Arched Faces

Add 3/4” for 
Matrix Face

10”
12-1/2” if 

using plug 
in in rear of 
enclousour

Fireplace 
Dimensions:

Depth 
10-1/16”  

Width 
30-1/4”  

Wide to Flange 
32-1/4”  

Height 

27” 31-7/8”

26-3/4”

Clearances To Combustibles
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See our complete line of �replaces

Visit us online: www.�replacex.com,

www.tempesttorch.com, 

We reserve the right to change and improve our product at any time without prior noti�cation.  

Please refer to the Owner’s Installation Manual for complete installation requirements.

Photos and illustrations are for descriptive purposes only       •       Copyright © 7/2014                                                                     #98800138

Warranty

Your 564 E Electric Fireplace is backed by up by a network of Specialty Hearth Dealers and certi�ed factory trained 

Installers.  Fireplace Xtrordinair warrants our products to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a 

period of 1 year from date of purchase.  All electronics and labor are covered for 90 days.  Trim and faces are covered 

for a period of one year.   

Additional Fireplace Xtrordinair Electric Products

If you are in the market for other electric hearth products, Fireplace Xtrordinair manufactures a full line-up of electric 

�replaces and �replace inserts. Visit your nearest  Specialty Hearth Dealer or www.�replacex.com for more information.

Electric Fireplaces

Electric Inserts

38EI 40EI 42EI

51EF 64EF

115EF

21E


